
Starter-What was trench warfare like?
• Write two brief examples of things that soldiers experienced in  the 

trenches on a post it. Try to make them both either good or bad. 
• Stick them up here:

Good things                                    Bad things



What was trench warfare like for the soldiers?

Letter from the Trenches 
• Follow the instructions on the sheet
• Include lots of facts
• Take your time (you’ve got two lessons)
• Remember that popular names were different in those days
• If you’re not sure-please ask

• In the next two lessons you’re going to imagine that 
you were a soldier/nurse on the western front 
between 1914 & 1918

• You’re going to write a letter to someone at home 
(blighty) describing your experiences and those of 
the soldiers around you.



LETTER FROM THE TRENCHES 
 
Imagine you are a soldier fighting on the Western Front between 1914 and 1918. Write a letter from 
the trenches to someone back in Blighty (slang for England) telling them what it’s like to live, fight 
and die in the trenches. 
 
Use the following information: 
 

The notes you took when you played the board game and watched the videos. 
 

Reynoldson (Old Book)  Pages 15 - 18 
 
Follow the instructions below: 
1. Firstly, decide who you are writing to.  It could be your :  
 

Girlfriend 
Wife 
Mother 
Mate 
A newspaper 

 
2. Start your letter in the usual way, but remember that people had different names and titles at 

the beginning of the twentieth century. 
 

You can use this suggestion or come up with your own: 
 

Dear Mother, 
Hope you are well.  Arrived at the front line two days ago after being in reserve for a 
while. Things here are… 

 
3. Try to write a paragraph about each of the following things: 

a. The Trenches and battle tactics 
b. How your friends and colleagues have been killed 
c. Unhealthy and uncomfortable conditions E.g. Fleas, flies, rats 

Mud etc. 
d. The food and where you sleep etc. 
e. Your concerns about yourself and what’s happening at home. 
f. What you think about the war and the officers.   

Key words 
Scaling ladders             Zero Hour       No Man’s Land         Artillery    Whizz bang 
 
Machine gunners    Maxim gun       barbed wire    gas      bayonet      rations 
 
shrapnel       Jack Johnson’s      Bully beef     rum ration    fish paste    food parcel 
 
Trench foot      fleas    lice    rats     dugout     fire step      Fritz      Bosch    Gerry 
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